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Executive Summary

This event was organized by ERA4CS as part of the preparation of the 2nd Scoping Forum of
JPI Climate. Its objective was to identify current needs for research supporting the
development of Climate Services (CS), in order to launch new activities of JPI Climate in this
area.
The workshop was attended by representatives of the funding agencies supporting JPI
Climate and stakeholders/users of CS. In order to keep a reasonable size for the event,
scientists currently involved in research projects supporting CS had not been invited, but
all ERA4CS projects had been sent a questionnaire to collect their views, and these were
presented by the ERA4CS Coordination.
The workshop reviewed in separate sessions: (i) the current actors in the field of CS, their
mandate and their current activities; (ii) the research themes identified by these actors and
the scientific community to address the remaining knowledge gaps; and (iii) the research
funding instruments that could be used to support these themes.
The final sessions were devoted to assemble and review a set of recommendations to JPI
Climate. These recommendations are given in Section 3 of this report. They are organized
along four axes:
-

Strategic actions
Priorities for Social Science and Humanities
Priorities for Natural Sciences
Priorities for the further development of CS

For a quick reading it is possible to read only Section 3.
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1. Motivation, objectives and preparation of the workshop
Assisting JPI Climate in delivering its Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) is
an integral part of the Additional Activities of the ERA-NET European Research Area for
Climate Services (ERA4CS) (namely its WP7 entitled “Joint Analysis and Vision”,
coordinated by ANR, FR).
In order to implement its Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda, JPI Climate
established a biannual Scoping Forum Process. The first Scoping Forum started in 2017: It
featured a series of scoping workshops allowing each Action Group of JPI Climate to
prepare recommendations. This process concluded with a large Symposium held in Paris in
March 2018. Conclusions from this event have been published by ERA4CS as Deliverable
7.5 “Initial report on Implementation Strategy for Climate Services Research: Results of the
First JPI Climate Scoping Forum Process” (Street et al., 2018).
The Governing Board of JPI Climate decided in November 2019 to conduct its 2nd Scoping
Forum in 2020, and tasked ERA4CS to once again support a number of scoping workshops,
including one addressing “Future research needs in support of CSs”, as well as the 2nd
Symposium.
The General Assembly of ERA4CS subsequently approved the organization of its
contributions related to such events, and decided that these would be the basis for its
following deliverables:
-

D7.6 (under responsibility of ANR): Report on the Scoping Workshop “Future research in
support of Climate Services” (this document)
D8.1 (under responsibility of DLR) Report on the 2nd Scoping Forum Symposium (expected
in Spring 2021)

The Research Funding Agency of Romania, UEFISCDI, kindly offered to host the proposed
workshop “Future research needs in support of Climate Services” in Bucharest. The dates
9-10 June 2020 were agreed.
The Executive Board of ERA4CS, extended to colleagues from UEFISCDI (RO) and HZGGERICS (DE), organized the workshop. The group of organizers coincides with the authors
of this report.
The objectives of the workshop were:
-

to take stock of recent achievements in the domain of Climate Services (CS)
to identify remaining knowledge gaps and research needs
to review the current entities and mechanisms providing support to research in the area of
CS and to identify any recent evolution in the roles of these entities.
to associate some actors of JPI Climate at an early stage in order to discuss possible new
joint actions of JPI Climate in view of proposing such actions at the JPI Climate Scoping
Forum Symposium.

To this effect, three groups of participants were mainly targeted: 1) Members of research
funding organizations active in JPI Climate and especially in ERA4CS; 2) Representatives of
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other organizations or initiatives in the area of CS; 3) Representatives of users, including
from the private sector.
As the workshop was initially planned as a traditional physical meeting with a maximum
size of about 50 participants, it was not envisaged to invite the scientific community at
large. Instead, a survey was sent to all ERA4CS projects lead principal investigators (LPI) to
enquire about their perceived needs for future joint actions of JPI Climate.
Because of the Covid-19 crisis, it was realized in March 2020 that the proposed physical
meeting in Bucharest in June 2020 was impossible, and it was decided to hold the
workshop as a virtual meeting at the dates initially planned.
Invitations received a very good response from the targeted communities, and a group of
about 70 participants registered to attend the virtual workshop. The large majority actually
attended all sessions of the event (see Annex 3). Most organizations and initiatives invited
to the workshops were represented at a high level. The virtual meeting software provided
by BELSPO (host of the Central Secretariat of JPI Climate) functioned very well throughout
the two days of the workshop, and discussions were lively and productive.
A drafting team composed of the organizers and selected participants assembled a set of
workshop conclusions and recommendations in real time, and these were reviewed by the
participants in the final plenary session.

2. Summary of workshop sessions
An extensive account of presentations and discussions is provided in the Minutes (see
Annex 1). Furthermore, all presentations and documents can be consulted at the following
link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1l7D3Yv5Gj-IwCtdpA3YHITgzh-2YA2zY
Here we will provide only a summary of the main findings in each session.
Session 1: Who does what in supporting research for CS?
Chair: Giulia Galluccio (CMCC, IT); Rapporteur: Maija Malnaca (BELSPO, BE)
To provide an overview as to who does what in supporting climate services, this session
featured a series of institutional presentations covering: the missions, current activities
and plans of JPI Climate; the EU Mission “Adaptation to Climate Change including Societal
Transformation” (sometime called Mission Adaptation below); the Horizon Europe
framework programme of EC DG-RTD (HEUR); the Global Framework for Climate Services
of WMO (GFCS); the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S); the European Institute of
Technology “Climate Knowledge and Innovation Community (KIC); and the Climate Service
Partnership (CSP). The speakers were asked to answer three questions: (i) What is the
mandate of your organization? (ii) What type of research in support of climate services do
you intend to support/not support? (iii) What do you expect from JPI Climate?
The presentations provided an informative overview and the followings are highlights
from the presentations and associated questions and answers.
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At the beginning background, vision, mission and mandate of JPI Climate were presented
emphasizing its “fireplace” idea of aligning strategies and connecting actors. CS
development had been in its focus since 2010, when the landscape was rather fragmented.
Although a lot has happened since, the question of who does what on Climate Services
and the way of collaboration between the different actors is still relevant.
JPI Climate developed a strategic research agenda and identified main research questions
during the first years (see Annex I) which were implemented since 2016 as part of the EC´s
Roadmap. It was emphasized that now it would be time to see where we are and what is
missing. Do we need more investments into Climate Services research? In what? How
could an embedding in the Green Deal, Recovery Plan, Adaptation Mission look like? How
should we proceed to sustain the knowledge produced? What is the role of JPI Climate in
2021 and what are the relevant thematic topics. That´s what stands behind this Workshop.
JPI Climate has been supporting ERA4CS, which is a major ERA-NET with 26 research
projects and a broad spectrum of activities (see http://www.jpiclimate.eu/ERA4CS.activities/jointcallprojects ) ranging from upstream climate research,
through development of impacts models, to applications and societal research.
The adaptation mission, now entitled ‘Accelerating the Transition to a Climate Prepared
and Resilient Europe’ is currently out for consultation and will be handed over to the
Commission at the European R&I Days in September 2020. It will support demonstration
projects for the adaptation of a small number of pilot cities, with a strong engagement of
citizens The critical role of CS in support of the Mission Adaptation and across a
number of the other missions was stressed, suggesting the need for continuing support
for research and innovation in support of CS in the future. The importance of considering
both mitigation and adaptation when designing concrete objectives was also stressed.
The Commission has started preparations for the implementation of Horizon Europe
(HEUR). CS are under Horizon Europe Pillar 2 in three of the clusters and Cluster 5
recognises the need for synergies between adaptation and mitigation actions. The first
Work Programmes drafts are will soon be circulated for discussion. DG RTD expects JPI
Climate to inform evidence-based decision making. To start with, in the context of climate
services outcomes of the ERA4CS projects could be used as a basis for our input to HEUR
programming, including the Mission Adaptation, by identifying research and innovation
gaps and delivering examples of successful services and solutions that could be scaled up
and applied to deliver climate preparedness and resilience in different EU regions. An
additional point raised was the fundamental role of climate services across a number of the
missions. JPI Climate should therefore engage in discussions across the Work Programme
draft for which climate services and related R&I are required
The GFCS has also identified several research gaps to further develop CS. Although WMO is
not a funding agency, it can and is looking to work with partner funding agencies, in
order to enable large projects to be funded, especially in developing countries. WMO also
acts to create standardization in several domains, including CS.
The mission of C3S is to provide authoritative information about past, present and future
climate data and quality control. It also provides tools to manipulate these data and
examples of best practices for CS. It is an operational service and does not support
research, focusing on targeted developments. Efforts to optimize the uptake of C3S
6

products by ERA4CS projects, and the uptake of ERA4CS results by C3S have been
undertaken and will be pursued.
The EIT Climate KIC supports applied CS-related projects for specific user communities,
such as the Insurance Sector. Its expectations are that JPI Climate will leverage and
structure the knowledge resulting from climate research and innovations, providing
coherence supporting developments required geographically and across sectors.
The CSP is an informal, interdisciplinary network of climate information users, providers,
donors and researchers, who share an interest in CS and are actively involved in the CS
community. By way of the International Conferences on Climate Services (ICCS) series, the
CSP cultivates connections among the community.
In general the workshop demonstrated how JPI Climate is well interconnected with all
main initiatives in the field of Climate Services which are relevant in the European context
and that is recognised as a relevant actor for the continuous shape and development of the
EU research and practitioners community, who are essential actors to to accelerate the
transition towards climate-resilient and low-carbon society.
Session 2 - Part 1: What have we done in JPI Climate and what do we want to do next?
Introductory presentations
Chair: Nicoleta Dumitrache (UEFISCDI, RO); Rapporteur: Philippe Bougeault (ANR, FR).
The objective was to take stock of recent achievement and to identify open R&I questions
that should be addressed by future activities of JPI Climate. Presentations described the
achievements and recommendations for future work of several recent initiatives:
Climateurope, ERA4CS, AXIS, SINCERE, MARCO, EU-MACS, MEDCOF and one private
company (Sogrape Vineyard, PT).
The following are highlights from the presentations and associated questions and answers.
Progress specifically identified:








Improvements in impact models (including in some cases societal aspects), and in climate
prediction models (ERA4CS, AXIS and many other H2020 and national projects).
Progress in the co-construction of CS with users and stakeholders, for instance in Climate KIC,
and a working group has been set up by ERA4CS to reflect on projects experiences and issue a
guide of best practices in co-design. In terms of understanding users’ needs,
SINCERE will produce a specific assessment of the needs of African countries.
A number of aspects of the CS market has been explored by EU-MACS and MARCO.
A pilot experiment of ERA4CS allowed some CS providers to exchange ideas on their production
processes and to initiate collaboration towards alignment of practices.
Climateurope has produced a series of concrete recommendations for future research aimed at
informing Horizon Europe (HEUR) and it was noted that this could also serve as a guide for
deliberations within JPI Climate.
The need for a typology of production has been identified by ERA4CS, and a first attempt to
produce a rational table of production has been launched.

Persistent research and innovation challenges were also identified as requiring specific
attention:


Many initiatives supported by research projects stop before reaching the stage of stand-alone,
operational service, even when they have been successful in meeting user requirements.
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The majority of potential users are not yet convinced of the value of CS, and do not necessarily
see climate change as a specific issue. They tend to treat climate risks at the same level as other
risks and would prefer an integrated approach for addressing all risks.
The development of CS is hampered by both scientific and communication difficulties.
On the climate science side:
o seasonal and decadal predictions are still of insufficient quality to convince most users that
climate prediction is a mature science.
o Longer term (century) climate simulations suffer from a large dispersion of model results
(e.g. future precipitation in Africa).
o Climate models often have an insufficient resolution to deliver relevant results for users.
On the communication side;
o CS still use a terminology which is not understandable by most users. There is a need for
standardization of terminology and quality assurance.
o Research projects produce knowledge elements that could form the basis of future CS, but it
is often difficult to explore and mobilize these elements because of differences in
terminology between disciplines.
o More generally, there is a need for a ‘platform’ that would provide a forum for sharing
experiences and lessons learnt and minimising conflicts and unnecessary duplication.

Session 2 - Part 2: General Discussion
Chair: Francisco Doblas-Reyes (BSC, ES), Rapporteur: Inès Alterio (ANR, FR).
The session began with a summary of ideas presented during Session 1 prepared by Roger
Street (Univ Oxford) to stimulate further discussion (see the Minutes in Annex 1). The main
points of the subsequent discussion are summarized below.
Five years ago, JPI Climate in its SRIA identified priority challenges, including those for CS.
What has changed over time? What are the new questions? JPI Climate priorities remain
relevant but the context has changed. For example, climate change research and the science
and practices around climate services including the application of the science and their
integration into decision making) have progressed. The impact-based information on
adaptation, mitigation and timescales is more specific as is the focus on climate services to
support climate action.
CS are and have the potential for stimulating societal transformation. We are going the
right way, but implementation of adaptation and resilience actions are not progressing
sufficiently, which is problematic and can be frustrating for policymakers, practitioners, CS
providers, researchers and other stakeholder. It was noted that using the wrong or
inconsistent terminology can slow progress.
Progress that is being made is the result of some users (e.g. the financial sector and local
governments) more clearly understanding the need to address climate risks and looking to
CS as a source of information and guidance. In responding to these users, it was noted that
considering the diversity of their needs and capabilities we cannot just keep providing the
same generic products and services. However, it was also noted that we have just scratched
the surface and there is a need for further research and innovation.
JPI Climate must review and update its priority challenges to include responding to the
research and innovation needs of the European Green Deal, the priorities as reflected in the
HEUR mission statements and the COVID-19 recovery plan. Particular areas noted were the
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need to move ahead and provide research and innovation that can support CS for
adaptation, including the shift from incremental adaptation to transitional and
transformational adaptation.
At the same time, there is still a lack of an overarching evaluation framework for CS and not
enough has been learnt from the different past and ongoing initiatives. There are very
diverse CS developed and there is a need to identify credible and legitimate metrics that
can be used to evaluate what is emerging from these different CS offerings. This evaluation,
which is considered different to the value assessment of the services developed, should
allow for the assessment of relevance, legitimacy and increased efficacy of the products and
services.
There is a need to explore and test different business models for CS with pilot projects. By
monitoring and evaluating this pilot projects, we will be able to assess the relative success
of business models in different sectors.
The discussion emphasized the need for more integration and widening of the discussion
to engage other sciences and scientists with climate scientists and to also non-scientific
people (i.e. transdisciplinarity). In particular, it was noted that research and innovation on
climate services should take into account the contributions of social science and the
humanities consistent with the nature and scope of the problem and solution spaces. In
addition, transdisciplinarity (for example involving natural and physical sciences,
infrastructure and urban planners, scientists and practitioners from the financial sector,
environmental psychologists, behavioral scientists and scientists from the humanities) is
synonymous with the bottom-up approach. For example, social scientists would help
understand societal behaviour and from the humanities on how to better shape the service.
Projects should not involve social scientists solely as an instrument to facilitate
engagement or market CS. It was also noted that CS should also collaborate with
sustainable business innovation beyond marketing.
Scenario development needs coordination at EU level (use and guidance). The EU Mission
on Accelerating the Transition to a Climate Prepared and Resilient Europe could take this
coordination role although this would mean dealing with a wide range of actors. Scenarios
should bring together different domains (including socio-economic aspects) and could
gather these scenarios on a common flexible ‘platform’ for easy access. Examples of how
alignment between national strategies is a necessary fundamental requirement are the
need for consideration of changes in the Arctic and sea-level rise. It was also suggested that
although adaptation is primarily tailored locally, JPI Climate could play a coordinate role in
developing and making available the information required for adaptation at transnational
level.
It was suggested that flexible forums or platforms are needed where providers and users
can engage. This would allow users to gain trust and in and ownership of the CS, which is a
requirement for success (e.g. as was the case for the American investment bank as in the
annex). In order for this to work, there is a need for a combination of focused relationships
between users and purveyors and broader CS for society.
JPI Climate cannot support all aspects of CS and should define and articulate a clear focus
across the different agendas: scientific, political, and operational. JPI Climate should
facilitate translation of science to enable operationalization. For example: it was suggested
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that this could be achieved by supporting or facilitating such for those projects already
funded to enable the results to be operationalized. Discussions particularly noted that even
a working product will need adapting to make it operational under a different situational
context. In addition, background information, research and innovations will always be
needed (e.g. in terms of appropriate resolution, parameters, etc.) and as such, further
development including operationalisation of CS, are expensive in terms of human
resources.
Session 3: What is the best way to implement JPI Climate support to research for CS?
Chairs: Petra Manderscheid (BELSPO, BE) and Jörg Cortekar (HZG/GERICS, DE);
Rapporteur: Alexandre Fernandes (BELSPO, BE).
The objective of this session was to seek the views of participants and allow them to reflect
on funding instruments that have been used or could be used in the future by JPI Climate,
what are their advantages and limitations? To inform this session, presentations were
given by Frank Mc Govern, Chair of JPI Climate Governing Board; ERA4CS officers; and
proponents of related Knowledge Hubs.
Frank stressed that JPI Climate has considerable experience with joint calls and with
launching Knowledge Hubs (KH) which are perceived as good instruments for
policy/science/practice dialogues, a subject of high interest for JPI Climate. Two such KHs
are currently be considered – one addressing Carbon Neutrality and the other Sea Level
Rise. Evidence suggests that the scientific community like Joint Calls but are also open to
the KH approach.
Several of the presentations stressed the need to evaluate the results and the impacts of the
Joint Calls. Such evaluations are demanded by both the research funding agencies, who are
concerned by the high effort needed to operate a joint call (especially when involving both
cash and in-kind projects, as ERA4CS), and by the scientists who are eager to measure and
demonstrate the societal impact of their project. It was suggested that new Joint Calls
should not be launched before a complete evaluation of the on-going projects has been
completed.
The need for a platform to share experiences on CS was again stressed in this session.
The opportunities for European Partnerships were also part of the deliberations in this
session during which it was indicated that it appears that this mechanism will be highly
competitive in the future. It was suggested that JPI Climate is expected and should pursue
securing such a mechanism, but noted that it appears that the earliest opportunity for such
will be to submit one or several proposals for a Coordination and Support Actions (CSA). It
was noted that JPI Climate has already taken steps to discuss an appropriate approach with
the Commission.
Session 4: Discussion of conclusions and recommendations
Chair: Roger B. Street (Univ Oxford, UK); Rapporteur: Philippe Bougeault (ANR, FR)
Shortly before the session, a drafting team prepared some draft conclusions based on the
discussions during previous session as the basis for initiating and focusing this session
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discussions. For information purposes, this draft is reproduced in the Minutes (see Annex
1).
The participants broadly supported the draft but wanted to reinforce it on several points:
1) Societal aspects and impacts of climate change are not yet considered sufficiently in JPI Climate
projects. Such research and innovation calls for more transdisciplinary approaches.
2) Transdisciplinarity (and interdisciplinarity between societal and natural sciences) can be
challenging and scientists recognised that such research is not recognised within disciplinary
focused communities. It was also recognised that fundamental disciplinary-focused research is
needed to advance the sciences on which climate services are based
3) The private sector (who are also conducting and funding CS-related research and innovation)
has also not been sufficiently represented in our discussions (despite efforts of the organizers)
and to be viable and convincing, a proposal for a European Partnership should include a strong
private component. It was noted that such partnership will need to include consideration of
‘conditions of collaboration’ such as intellection property, etc.) and have a very well-defined
objective and clear governance arrangements. It was also suggested that JPI Climate may
consider adopting a “Mission type” approach for such a partnership.
4) JPI Climate role will be essential for the Accelerating the Transition to a Climate Prepared and
Resilient Europe mission (and a number of the other missions) and should be stressed. It was
noted that this mission statement recognises JPI Climate as a key actor.
5) The separate national funding approach currently adopted in JPI Climate activities has its
limitations: e.g. it makes it difficult for small agencies to contribute, and it prevents the
formation of projects including the best European scientists on each subject. Alternatives with
supportive mechanisms that address funding agency limitation need to be explored, including
putting all funding into a single basket and fund the best projects independently of the
scientists’ nationality
6) In-kind projects have been very much appreciated by research performing agencies and should
be continued.
7) JPI Climate should continue efforts to improve international governance and reinforce the links
and communications between all actors of research and innovation for climate change.

3. Conclusions and recommendations of the workshop
The organizers considered carefully all comments made during the meeting and propose
the following conclusions and recommendations.
Strategy
There is an urgent need to accelerate the transition towards climate-resilient and lowcarbon society in its broadest sense, linking with other societal challenges, such as the
recent pandemic and the SDGs. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to frame the climate
change issue in the context of a larger sustainability agenda and in conjunction with other
socio-economic, environmental, cultural, equity and geopolitical goals.
Climate services have an important role to play in this process. They are considered to be at
the core of the Mission “Accelerating the Transition to a Climate Prepared and Resilient
Europe” that will be part of Horizon Europe. This Mission has specifically identified JPI
Climate as a major player in supporting the research underpinning CS. CS will be delivered
by a mix of public and private providers and purveyors. Large private companies are and
will continue to develop internal capabilities of CS, including undertaking related research
and innovation.
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Developing relevant, usable, legitimate and credible CSs requires the inter- and transdisciplinary work involving natural sciences, several branches of social sciences, specialists
of market development and the end-users. The challenges associated with this work should
not be under-estimated, including the willingness and ability of scientists, providers and
users to engage. It is also recognised that fundamental, disciplinary-focused research is still
necessary to support the sciences need to develop and deliver quality and effective CS.
JPI Climate is not the only actor in this field and optimizing the synergy with other national,
European and international, as well as private-sector, actors is needed to reach maximum
efficiency. With the approaching end of the Climateurope project, there is an opportunity
for JPI Climate to take over some role of information sharing/engagement and networking
engaging the numerous European players in the field, but this will require specific
resources.
Recommendations:
 The prime objective of JPI Climate in this area should be to re-establish as soon as
possible a strong EU partnership focusing on climate, recognized in the European
Research and Innovation Roadmap for CS and its links to the JPI Climate SRIA. This will
be a natural frame to develop active links with all European and national organizations
dealing with the climate problem, including the private sector. This effort should start
immediately with one or several CSAs, aiming to gain a large partnership as part of the
second wave of Horizon Europe.
 All funding instruments deployed by JPI Climate should recognize the benefits and
challenges of inter- and trans-disciplinary work and support it where appropriate via
specific mechanisms (networking, guidance, capacity building, appropriate evaluation
framework, etc.).
 JPI Climate should further encourage disciplinary and inter- and trans-disciplinary
projects related to climate services led by social scientists (e.g. environmental
psychologists, economists, human geographers)
Possible themes for future actions of JPI Climate – Social sciences and humanities
The themes that could offer the maximum added value for JPI Climate support were
identified as:
 Investigate the individual drivers of change in human systems to enable societal
transition;
 Identify and promote ‘best’ practices for user engagement in the co-design, codevelopment and co-evaluation of CS;
 Increase public awareness and engagement aimed at limiting CC impacts and risks, and
strengthen the perception of links between CC and SDGs; and
 Refine the hypotheses for societal evolution in scenarios and impact models, taking into
account the first results of adaptation and mitigation efforts
Recommendation: Discuss these themes with AG “Enabling Societal Transformation” and
consider how to ensure they will and can be further supported at the JPI level.
Possible themes for future actions of JPI Climate - Natural sciences
The themes that could offer the maximum added value for JPI Climate support were:
 Improvement of climate models (higher resolution, physical processes, biases, etc.);
12






Support IPCC-related work (CMIP, CORDEX, ISIMIP, etc.);
Improvement of seasonal and decadal forecasts (esp. over Europe);
Improvement of impact models and their coupling with climate models (reduce
uncertainties); and
Extreme climate scenarios.

Recommendation: Discuss these themes with AG “Next Generation of Climate Science” and
consider how to ensure they will and can be further supported at JPI level.
Possible themes for future actions of JPI Climate – Further development of CS
The themes that could offer the maximum added-value for JPI Climate support have been
identified as:


Standardization in scenarios, terminology and quality assessment
Part of the confusion in CS comes from different countries using different scenarios,
inappropriate terminology and lack of quality assessment. This confusion and the
resulting lack of trust and confidence could be reduced by specific targeted actions.



Collaboration between CS providers to achieve more consistency in messages
Subject to further evaluation, the ERA4CS pilot experiment of bilateral exchanges
between CS providers could be pursued and expanded.



Evaluation of the impact of CS
Considerable resources have been invested in the development of some CS, and there is
a need to explore and demonstrate what level of impact has been achieved.



The value of CS
This is wide area, encompassing multiple aspects. CS are expected to contribute to the
European Green Deal and facilitate and inform the required broader societal
transitions. Their value can sometimes be quantified in monetary terms, but there are
also non-monetary aspects that require specific research. A related subject is to explore
and evaluate the business models underlying sustainable CS, including their potential
for creating new jobs.



Ethical and legal issues of CS
Ethical issues stem from the inequality of citizens to access and exploit the information
supplied by CS. It is well established that the most vulnerable citizens of the world are
also those who will suffer most from climate change. Legal issues are linked to the high
uncertainty of climate predictions and associated liable issues linked to making
available and using CS. A legal framework addressing these different liability concerns
is deemed essential.



Supporting the ‘most successful’ CS projects towards “operationalization”
In some cases, pilot projects have developed CS products and capabilities, but need
further external resources to reach a full “operational” status. It should be recognized
that the meaning of the word “operational” for CS is not necessarily clear, considering
the perspectives of the targeted users. “Operational” may point to the capacity to
deliver a certain type of tailored information to a large number of users, to cover a
larger geographic zone, or to update this information at regular intervals. It may also
13

point to the existence of a business model that allows the service to continue without
funding from a public organization. A typology of CS may help to find appropriate
definitions of operationalization and to measure their impact.


Exploit novel developments in AI and machine learning
These new techniques will certainly offer avenues for developing new and relevant
products and services that meeting the evolving requirements of users (e.g. to integrate
databases of impacts (including societal impacts) with climate information).

Recommendation: JPI Climate should launch new joint calls for trans-disciplinary projects
targeting one or several of the above aspects.
Funding instruments
The joint calls are highly appreciated by the Science Community. They should be continued
but could be improved. In addition to the simplification of procedures for applying and
reporting, that has been a recurrent demand from the scientists – JPI Climate could
consider the possibility of launching two-phase R&I projects to take into account the
specific difficulties of the trans-disciplinary work and user engagement. This could be
organized in various ways:
- A project could be funded for a first phase, and the second phase would be subject to
positive evaluation of the level of trans-disciplinary work or user engagement.
- Specific calls may be launched, for which only recently completed projects would be
eligible, with a purpose to support their “operationalization”.
Aligned calls have not been used within JPI Climate, but other JPIs have found them
beneficial. They should be explored.
Knowledge hubs (KH) are obviously of interest to JPI Climate, as they offer a « home » for a
community in need of networking. The model of KH is not yet stabilized and could evolve
in several interesting directions. The main needs identified by the workshop are:
 to provide a legacy for funded projects;
 to facilitate sustained access to existing knowledge; and
 to add value where expertise exists, linking existing communities
Recommendation: JPI Climate should explore and appropriately use the available funding
instruments, keeping in mind that the scientific community needs time to understand new
instruments and cannot deal simultaneously with multiple calls, especially if their rules are
different. Success in attracting good proposals will be reached only if eligibility rules allow
a wide participation from all JPI Climate countries, and if the objectives of a call are well
defined and easy to understand.
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Annex 1: Minutes of the workshop
The workshop was opened on 9 June, 10 am by Nicoleta Dumitrache (UEFISCDI, RO).
Nicoleta welcomed the participants and said she was sorry that the crisis had made a
physical meeting in Bucharest impractical. She showed pictures of the city of Bucharest and
went on explaining how the Romanian research funding system is organized (see her
presentation for further detail). Nicoleta concluded her presentation by comments on the
agenda of the workshop.
Session 1: Who does what in supporting research for CS?
This session was chaired by Giulia Galluccio (CMCC, IT); Maija Malnaca (BELSPO, BE) acted
as rapporteur.
JPI Climate Support to CS: Dagmar Bley (DLR, DE)
Dagmar Bley is vice-chair of ERA4CS and has been involved in building up JPI Climate and
the topic of CS within JPI Climate since 2010. As spokesperson of the former JPI-Climate
WG2 on “Climate Services” she was largely involved in building up the ERA-net” European
research area for Climate Services (ERA4CS). She is acting on behalf of the German Ministry
of Education and Research.
Dagmar presented the background of Joint Programming as well as the vision, mission and
mandate of JPI Climate emphasizing the “fireplace” idea of JPI-Climate aligning strategies
and connecting actors. CS development has been at the heart of JPI Climate activities from
the very beginning of its operations, when the landscape was rather fragmented. Although
a lot has happened during the last ten years the question of who does what on Climate
Services is still not sorted out.
When looking back a preparatory phase and an implementation phase can be
distinguished. During the preparatory phase the Strategic Research Area was developed
identifying Development and Deployment of Climate Services, Communication of Climate
Knowledge to end-users, Improving the interface between Climate research and its
application and Establishment of a European Network of Climate Services as the main
tasks. Ten research areas related to CS have been identified: (i) Quality Control, (ii)
Communication, (iii) Market development, (iv) Societal transformation, (v) User needs,
(vi) Uncertainty, (vii) Best practices, instruments, methods, (viii) Decision making, (ix)
Model development, (x) Data assimilation/access/handling. Exactly 5 years ago a similar
workshop to this one was held taking stock.
During the last 5 year within the implementation phase a lot has happened in the context of
the “European Roadmap on Climate Services”, and within ERA4CS being part of it. So now,
after another 5 years the question is “What is missing?”
.
• Do we need more investments into Climate Services research? In what?
• How could an embedding in the Green Deal, Recovery Plan, Adaptation Mission look
like?
• How should we proceed to sustain the knowledge produced?
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What is the role of JPI Climate in 2021 and what are the relevant thematic topics. That´s
what stands behind this Workshop.
See her presentation for further details.
The Mission Adaptation: Asun Lera St Clair (BSC, ES)
Asun is a Member of the Mission Board on Adaptation to climate change including societal
transformation. She presented the current status of elaboration of the Mission which will
be part of Horizon Europe. The vision is to accelerate the transition to a climate prepared
and resilient Europe under the motto: “Turn the urgent challenge of adapting to climate
change into an opportunity to make Europe more resilient, climate prepared and fair”. An
integral part of Horizon Europe Missions is citizen engagement - understood as
deliberative democracy and as a new form of governance, more integrative than
consultation. See the presentation for more detail.
Discussion: Philippe Bougeault (ERA4CS): What can JPI Climate do to help the Mission? In
particular, should it concentrate its actions on the 200 or 100 communities of the pyramid
shown in the slides? Asun: it depends on many variables, and it is too early to say, JPI
Climate must remain aware of the process as it evolves, particularly in the next phase.
Carlo Buontempo (ECMWF/C3S): What sort of information (e.g. hazard, vulnerability, or
resilience) is expected to be required by the mission and from what sources? Asun: the
Mission wants to maintain a direct connection with COPERNICUS, and expects to use all
available data. There is a need for new data and research – focussed more on meaningful,
short-term and usable information to drive the societal transformation.
Petra Manderscheid (JPI Climate Central Secretariat): Can CS play a strong role in the
implementation? Asun: Yes, the Mission is “impossible without the CS”, as they are at the
core of delivery of the mission. – Recommendation is to focus on demonstration.
Antonio Graça (SOGRAPE SA, PT): How will citizens be chosen for integration in the
missions activities? What criteria, how to deal with different levels of perception, capacity
and education? Example of engagement – French climate Assembly of Citizens using
random representative samples, which goes beyond the “usual suspects”. Asun: this is a
very important question. The Mission will have a close cooperation with the EC and Joint
Research Centre, the idea is to have a survey about citizen engagement in the work of
mission. A real professional process will be developed to select citizens with different
economic backgrounds, levels of knowledge and age. The Mission will work together with
social sciences experts to handle these issues.
Pascale Braconnot (CNRS, FR): there are more and more questions about side effects from
one sector to the other on different types of actions. Where will this be considered?
María Máñez Costa (GERICS, DE): What about co-construction of knowledge and realities? I
think there CS can have a great impact. Here Jaroslav Mysiak (CMCC) responds: The
Adaptation Mission will observe the net-zero-carbon principle and do-not-harm principle
to other environmental policies, meaning the adaptation will be designed in a way to
contribute or at least not to harm mitigation efforts. And by Asun: co-construction of
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knowledge and realities, we trust this is properly captured in the Accelerating the
Transition to the future we want, supporting communities in co-creating a vision as well as
innovation pathways
Francesca Larosa: Question for Asun: you mentioned the focus on immediate climate risks.
Are you specifically differentiating between physical and transition risks? Are you
prioritising one of the two over the other? Perhaps, this may change the way CS enter into
the debate.
Adriaan Perrels: A part of the CS users is also not convinced of the fairly strict separation
between mitigation and adaptation. Further concentration is needed!
María José Sanz: Given the fact that the mitigation goals are defined already how will the
adaptation considerations support the definition or prioritization of the portfolios of the
mitigation pathways in the different countries. How the Missions and the Horizon will
support this challenge?
Antonio Graça: Will adaptation be understood as the need to adapt to needed mitigation
measures or as adaptation to living in a warmer world?
Thanh-Tam Le: Jaroslav, are you expecting to have guidance on possible trade-offs (also in
terms of different timescales)? As was said before, drawing a boundary between mitigation
and adaptation is more and more challenged, however levers, indicators and metrics are
often very different, so that arbitrations and coupled optimisations are nontrivial.
María José Sanz: Thank you Jaroslav for the clarification. Usually is not about adaptation
measures harming mitigation potential, but rather the other way around (mitigation
making systems potential more vulnerable). This is for example problematic when you
design natural negative emissions measures for mitigation.
Adriaan Perrels: Comment to Jaro / Maria Jose: it is both ways: indeed transition in energy
systems raises the relevance and concerns about resilience of these system; the other way
there is a concern that adaptation to climate change too exclusively cast as a long term strategic decision - even though it also that, learning through intermediate steps (and
hence shorter term CS is really important - pure long term framing may increase risks also
for mitigation effectiveness .
Current status of Horizon-Europe (HE): Jean Dusart (EC, DG-RTD)
Jean Dusart is policy officer at DG-RTD Unit C3, Directorate C “Healthy Planet” responsible
for ERA4CS. The Commission has started preparations for the implementation of Horizon
Europe (HEUR), with a budget of 100M€ - the final budget decision is expected at the end
of this year. CS are under Horizon Europe Pillar 2 in three of the clusters. DG RTD expects
JPI Climate to support evidence-based decision making. To start with, outcomes of the
ERA4CS projects could be used as input for HEUR programming, including the HE Mission
on Adaptation, by identifying research and innovation gaps and delivering examples of
successful services and solutions that could be scaled up and applies to different EU
regions. More details in the presentation.
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Poppy Kalesi: Will there be calls specifically targeting delivery of information services on
methane emissions from O&G based on EO/satellite data? Jean: the first draft of the Call
will be submitted to the Shadow Committee H-Europe and then it will go public.
Jean Dusart also highlights the Research and Innovation Days on Sept 22-24, when all
Mission Boards will hand over the final reports to the EC to harmonise and identify how to
involve citizens in the different missions. A link between the Missions shall be ensured.
Adriaan Perrels (FMI) remarks that climate users in the financial sector and energy sector
are not convinced in separation of adaptation and mitigation from their risk management
perspective. Jean Dusart confirms that HEUR. Cluster 5 of recognises this synergy.
María José Sanz: Pathways are a moving target, how would adaptation will affect the
mitigation pathways? Jean: some clarification may come when updating the EU Adaptation
Strategy; it has to insure sustainability and synergies, complementarities in different
strategies and financial tools which will help in the implementation.
Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS): Filipe Lucio (WMO)
Filipe Lucio occupies the position of Director of Technical Support Coordination in WMO, to
which the GFCS functions are currently transferred. The GFCS (2009) vision is to enable
better management of the risks of climate variability and change and adaptation to climate
change, through the development and incorporation of science-based climate information
and prediction into planning, policy and practice on the global, regional and national scale.
Filipe presented the pillars of GFCS and Climate information needs for end users and
related knowledge gaps. The currently identified gaps are the following: (i) Communication
between communities of scientists and practitioners; (ii) Last mile between science
products and service-oriented climate information; (iii) Lack of seamless suite of climate
products for contiguous time scales from weather to centennial climate projections; (iv)
Limited or unknown predictability for a range of key time-space scales; (v) Dealing with
uncertainty. More details in the presentation.
Giulia Galluccio (CMCC, IT): WMO develops services at the global level and not only at
European scale, how will WMO fund this work? Filipe: WMO is not a funding agency, but
works together with partners who can finance activities. For instance EU provides 85
million Euros to fund CS in Africa, Caribbean and Pacific countries by demonstrating the
value from global scale to local scale. In terms of promoting resources WMO looks at what
interest its partners for any geographical area and guides different funding entities, in
Africa the regional initiative is very concrete and Africa is better supported as well but
there is no focus only on Africa, Latin America, Caribbean and Indonesia as well.
Francisco Doblas-Reyes (BSC): developing adaptation and mitigation solutions for a wide
range of users through CSs is important, but maybe a bit more emphasis should be on the
need to both maintaining and improving our climate observational capabilities and to
improve the modelling abilities to satisfy the demanding requests in terms of climate
information posed and need an attention also in the user oriented agenda?
Filipe: indeed, and WMO is one of the main supporters of WCRP for model development
and predictions.
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Roger Street: Two gaps identified are the need for standardised CS and the user
engagement in CS design, development, and evaluation. What efforts are underway to
address these within or connected to GFCS? Filipe: WMO’s Commission of Climatology has
developed guidelines that are contributing to standardisation, and has services and
infrastructure to provide standardisation. The issue is not only develop standards, but for
the communities involved to have a code of ethics and agree to the principles – document
the process of developing standards cannot impose, but plan to provide principles being
able to document how you provide CS.
Other exchanges between colleagues during or after Filipe’s presentation (From Chat log):
Antonio Graça: To Filipe: One major issue for the flow of CS from providers to users is the
lack of a clear language to communicate bidirectionally. Is this on your radar and could it
be one of those 5 research areas you mentioned?
Rafiq Hamdi: Completely agree with the comment made by Paco especially if we would like
to reach those local scales such as urban areas where less or even no observations are
available.
Carter Tim: Felipe - thank you for the presentation. I noted your reference to observations
of biophysical and socioeconomic variables that are lacking but are required in
combination with climate information for supporting local adaptation. I was wondering if
there has been any progress in improving this situation.
Bessembinder, Janette (KNMI): for standardisation we should not only look at the more
technical aspects, but also at e.g. dealing with uncertainties, user interaction, the use of
language.
Jaroslav Mysiak: to Maria, Adriaan, Thanh-Tam: yes, agreed, this is important and will have
to be taken into account explicitly during the implementation! Thank you for stressing this
point.
María José Sanz: Standardization of data will help, although ensuring FAIR principles is
critical. Making models interoperational at different scales is a huge challenge. Is there any
effort to provide platforms for model integration that are open?.
Filipe Lucio: Antonio Graça, The GFCS promotes the concept of User interfaces and
Frameworks for CS, which provide platforms for dialogue and engagement between user
and providers. These platforms provide an environment to provide feedback and assess
usefulness of service provision
Filipe Lucio: For Carter, we created a joint office on Health/Climate between WMO and
WHO. This office is intended to promote among other things access to impact data.
Filipe Lucio: WMO is also working on the development of a new resolution on data, which
will be called Resolution 42. This will address data requirements for CS, including
biophysical and economic data
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The Copernicus Climate Change Service (Carlo Buontempo,ECMWF/ C3S)
The mission of C3S is to provide authoritative information about past, present and future
climate data and quality control. It also provides tools to manipulate these data and
example of best practices for CS. It is an operational service and does not support research,
only targeted development. Its main vector is the Climate Data Store, a highly operational,
distributed facility, used by 45000 users around the world. Currently the CDS distributed
about 165 datasets, increasing regularly. The most important aspect of the C3S work is the
Evaluation and Quality Control of the data. This is also regularly improving towards “total
quality”. More detail in the presentation.
Giulia Galluccio: there is an obvious interaction of C3S with JPI Climate; there are numbers
of projects developing CS, providing research and data, feedback on user needs which
should be foster our cooperation with Copernicus. C3S provides fundamental climate data JPI Climate is in the downstream for CS, but also a feedback loop is important from the
projects, to collect new and emerging requirements by users. JPI Climate can be an
additional channel to engage with users - there is a need to further develop CS. New science
on observation, reanalysis, predictions, novel approaches to service development.
Bénédicte Bucher (IGN, FR): How does C3S align with INSPIRE and other SDIs (for access
to in situ data needed to downscale models and for decision support)? Carlo: large efforts
are underway to provide access to high resolution climate data for Europe, this is already
happening and it will be more visible soon on the website.
The EIT Climate KIC (Thanh-Tam Le, Climate-KIC)
Thanh-Tam Le is director of Climate-KIC for Europe and the Mediterranean. The ClimateKIC is a Knowledge and Innovation Community, supported by the European Institute of
Innovation and Technology EIT that addresses the interdependent challenges of climate
change and sustainable development through strategic innovation. Community consists of
416 EIT partners and 5285 alumni (educational programmes). Examples of Climate KIC
projects are OASIS (Catastrophe modelling for the insurance sector), CRISI-ADAPT II (crisis
management) and MARCO (Understanding of the CS market). Expectations are that JPI
Climate will leverage and structure all the knowledge that comes from climate innovations,
providing coherence with the developments happening in places and across sectors. More
details in the presentation.
Adrian Broad stressed the need for all major initiatives reviewed in this session to develop
efficient ways of working together. Thanh-Tam Le agreed that this is a critical question.
The Climate Service Partnership (Daniela Jacob, HZG-GERICS)
Daniela Jacob is Director of the Climate Service Center Germany (GERICS) and a member of
the European Commission’s Mission Board on “Adaptation to Climate Change including
Societal Transformation”. The CSP is an informal (that´s why it is called “partnership”),
interdisciplinary network of climate information users, providers, donors and researchers,
who share an interest in CSs and are actively involved in the CS community. CSP It is a
platform for knowledge sharing and cooperation. It aims at advancing resilience and CS
capabilities worldwide, through improving climate-smart decision-making in a range of
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contexts. By way of the annual/bi-annual International Conferences on Climate Services
(ICCS), the CSP helps cultivate connections among the community.
Daniela concluded her talk in stressing that JPI Climate should support open access and
sharing of climate knowledge. Competition lies everywhere in our world, JPI Climate
should work against competition, rather towards joining forces.
Roger B Street: Are there links between the CSP and the World Adaptation Science
Programme of the UNEP? Daniela: There is no link at the moment; it would be interesting
to start a dialogue.
Tim Carter: How can JPI Climate interact with the CSP? Can you give specific examples?
Daniela sees possibilities regarding the development of quality criteria, and the
development of a knowledge hub, especially to provide specific information in the local
context.
Antonio Graça: How can users and organizations become a member of the partnership?
Daniela: just send an email to the secretariat!
Session 2: What have we done in JPI Climate and what do we want to do next? Part 1:
Introductory presentations
This session was chaired by Nicoleta Dumitrache (UEFISCDI, RO), and the rapporteur was
Dagmar Bley (DLR, DE).
Recommendations from Climateurope: Janette Bessembinder (KNMI, NL)
The talk of Janette was based on the latest Climateurope report entitled “Recommendations
of Climateurope to Horizon Europe on research needs for Climate Modelling and Climate
Services”, published in July 2019. This report has identified the following needs: For
Climate modelling: (i) Assess risks of overshooting 1.5/2°C and associated impacts +
possible abrupt events + impacts of aggressive mitigation; (ii) Further research to address
large uncertainties with regard to regional patterns and magnitude of changes in extremes;
(iii) Tailored, high resolution climate information in support of adaptation. For CSs: (i)
Cross-pollination between social and natural sciences to include the human dimension into
CSs research; (ii) From case studies to really operational CSs; (iii) Benefit of potential of
currently available CSs is as yet poorly exploited; (iv) Quality is key mechanism to
guarantee suitability, quality, and performance of technological solutions.. As a crosscutting task the need for strengthening the links between the Climate Modelling and
Climate Service communities was identified. More details in the presentation.
Petra Manderscheid: How will the Climateurope community continue after the end of the
current project in a few months? And which of the identified gaps could be addressed by JPI
Climate? Janette: we hope that our recommendations will be included in Horizon Europe.
They can also be adopted by JPI Climate. JPI Climate can play a big role in distributing
information, organizing events or supporting the community, e.g. via virtual meetings.
Antonio Graça: Janette, you mentioned high-resolution for adaptation needs. How high is
spatial resolution currently feasible in time frames larger than those for weather forecasts,
typically seasonal? Janette: For the projections there are some global models with 25 km
resolutions; some regional models go to 5 km.
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Roger B Street: Was there any discussion in Climateurope related to “adaptation
modelling”? Janette: Not directly, we have been thinking more in terms of impact
modelling.
Expected results and gaps identified by ERA4CS projects: Philippe Bougeault (ANR,
FR)
Philippe Bougeault is coordinator of ERA4CS. ERA4CS has issued in 2016 a very large call.
Despite a good response from the community, and a relatively high success rate, the 26
selected projects were not able to use all the funding available. This gives an idea of the
relatively small size of the community JPI Climate can mobilize to work on the development
of CS. In addition ERA4CS projects cover a very large thematic spectrum, from basic climate
science to applications and social science, and addressing time horizons from weather
(days) to climate (seasons, decades, century). The diversity of the projects will require a
special effort to develop a communication and operationalization plan, and such an effort
was decided at the mid-term meeting of ERA4CS projects. A general table of productions of
ERA4CS projects will be assembled, following a well-defined typology. This will be the basis
for communication (identifying key exploitable results) and for discussions on
operationalization and follow up activities. More details in the presentation.
Claude Nahon (FR - TAB member): Referring to the results of the projects, for Claude the
challenge is, How to become clearer on middle (10 years) and long term (50-100 years)
uncertainty? This is the big concern to allow adaptation and develop flexible responses and
why not more flexible infrastructures. Philippe: Indeed this is a difficult issue; we struggle
to explain the difference between initial value and forcing/model uncertainty. Certainly it is
difficult for the general public to believe that we can predict the long term climate change if
we are not able to predict the climate of the next season. This comes back to the need to
continue the effort to improve the seasonal prediction, especially over Europe, where it is
very poor.
Kim van Nieuwall: Have representatives of the funding countries been involved in the
midterm, and if yes, with what questions? Philippe: yes all funding agencies were invited to
the mid-term meeting, and several attended. They contributed to frame the final evaluation
exercise, which will take place in spring 2021.
Adrian Broad: Is there a clear understanding of the similarity or difference between CS for
policy making (regional / national level), and CS for local actors who will need to make
decisions on how to build systems to be climate adaptive or resilient (sub-national, local
and sector specific)? Does a harmonised approach work for both, or is it more practical to
have a variety of specific application services? And what does this mean for R&D
requirements for different types of CS (to inform basic modelling and application
modelling)? This is more a comment than a question.
Adriaan Perrels: Did the impact modelling also refer to societal impacts (and their
modelling), e.g. agriculture, transport, urban areas, etc. or impacts on natural systems
only? Philippe: yes, ERA4CS projects cover many aspects, including all those mentioned in
the question.
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Results of the ERA4CS pilot experiment on alignment of CS: Margarita Ruiz-Ramos,
(AEI, ES)
Margarita reported on a trial experiment to fund short bilateral visits (3-5 days) between
high-level staff of CS providers. The specific objectives of the visits were to exchange
information, identify opportunities of cooperation, identify potential alignment of their
procedures, and propose standardization of their products. The visits have now taken
place, and full feedbacks have been received concerning strengths, weaknesses of the
scheme and recommendations for the future. They are under analysis. Most of the
feedbacks were positive and the participants agreed to set up a transnational future
collaboration. All the applicants will recommend the call to their colleagues. Subject to
more in-depth analysis, the experiment seems to be successful and this type of funding
instrument may be further exploited by the JPI Climate in the near future. More detail in
the presentation.
Progress of AXIS and identified gaps and needs: Rolf von Kuhlmann (DLR, DE)
Rolf is coordinator of AXIS. AXIS is “small” ERA-NET, featuring a call with 15MEuros and no
additional activities. It has selected 10 projects, involving 44 partners. Those are mid-sized
projects (3-10 partners, 1-2 M€ funding). Projects started in Sept. 2019. The central idea of
AXIS is: “building bridges”: between disciplines / CC impact sectors (nat.sci + soc.sci.);
between science and stakeholders (transdisciplinarity); between mitigation and adaptation
(IPCC WG II <-> III); between SDG-13 “Climate Action” and other SDGs. The research needs
identified at the beginning of AXIS have slightly evolved, they can be summarized as
follows:
-

Improve basic climate science (climate models + impact models): better models: yes, but also
better quantified uncertainties
Build still more bridges between communities
More „Mitigation / Transformation Service“, for instance a Knowledge Hub for Pathways /
Scenarios? there is a strong need for better science-to-policy bridging (via service providers?)

Adriaan Perrels: AXIS looks interesting, it is perhaps too early to ask questions, it answers
some of the worries uttered also in this seminar.
Specific needs in Africa identified by SINCERE: Constanze Leemhuis (DLR, DE)
The CSA SINCERE has a work package entitled: “Flagship action AFRICA - Identification of
strategies, partnerships and funding mechanism for climate change research collaborations
between European Union and African Union entities”. So far this has proceeded with
workshops to collect ideas. As a result of these consultations, the Flagship Action Africa
has developed two framework options for possible bi-regional (Africa-EU) funding
possibilities.
-

-

A: Report on Climate Change in Africa. This would be an African Assessment report on climate
change science and impact studies (including non-peer-reviewed studies) by regions. It would
identify gaps in climate research science, science-based application, data and tools
B: Monitoring Environmental and Socio-Economic Trajectories. This would develop tools for
integrative studies of environmental and socio-economic trajectories in various African regions
over scales ranging from local to regional. Knowledge of present trajectories. Uncertainty of
current socio-economic scenarios (like e.g. Shared Socioeconomic Pathways).
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An online survey will be distributed to a various range of African experts and stakeholder
in climate change research as well as to possible funding agencies for constructive feedback
on the two proposed developed concepts. Based on the results of the online survey the
SINCERE team will develop a final framework. More detail in the presentation.
Philippe Bougeault: I remember that projections of precipitations over western Africa were
very uncertain some years ago (large differences between climate models) - has there been
any progress recently? Constanze: There have been a lot of discussions; predictions seem
more reliable in West Africa that in East Africa. Pascale Braconnot: There are still lots of
uncertainties in Africa, but for future projection there have been more studies on the
change in seasonality, extremes, and further understanding, that allow to do something
even with a large multi-model ensemble spread. As usual it depends for which questions
and how precise the answer needs to be.
María Máñez Costa: how about the discrepancies in African Human Capital and the need for
adjusting and co-contructing the available knowledge for the users at the local level?
Constanze: Indeed this is a more difficult problem in Africa than elsewhere. Our plans will
include capacity building: more experts, more researchers, also for the agencies and people
that work with climate data
Main hurdles delaying adoption of CS by the European grape and wine sector:
Antonio Graca, Sogrape Vinhos SA
Antonio Graca has been involved in several projects on climate adaptation for the grape
and wine sector (EUPORIAS, EC A&D, MED-GOLD, etc.). The grape and wine sector is
particularly motivated by climate information for the next 50 years, as this is the lifetime of
vineyards planted now, and they want to make the right decisions. Antonio noted that
EUPORIAS has established principles for CS, but the hurdles remain the same: 1.
Communication: It is necessary to use terms that the users can understand. However, the
CS providers still use a vocabulary that is to a large extent impossible to understand by a
large audience. 2. Resolution: Climate information should be at the same or more
resolution than the decision it informs. However progress in this direction is very slow. 3.
Trust: Climate information accuracy (% of correct forecasts) needs to reduce decision risk.
Building trust is the most difficult thing to achieve. More detail in the presentation.
Marta Terrado (BSC): It has a big value that a stakeholder has such an interest to attend a
meeting from the CSs community. From your experience in participating in research
projects, which are the main barriers for the CS products developed within these projects?
how could we try to overcome them?
Gaps and needs identified by the MARCO project: Thanh-Tam Le, EIT Climate-KIC
The aim of MARCO was to assess the EU CS market with an integrated approach:
benchmarking existing suppliers and their business models, quantifying and qualifying CS
needs at EU level, investigating case studies, forecasting future user needs & market
growth. The main outcomes have been: (i) Identifying market opportunities: 9 case studies
+ Market size assessment + Qualitative demand analysis (trends, needs, competitors, uses,
advantages…); (ii) one supplier database with 500+ entries; (iii) mapping of business
models & innovation models; (iv) Forecast and market potential on sectors. For the future,
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the MARCO recommendation is to set up an EU market observatory / community platform
for CS. More detail in the presentation.
Francesca Larosa (affiliation?): Did your research highlight some sector-specific gaps or
lessons learnt?
About the taxonomy: would you recommend building an original taxonomy dedicated to CS
or could you use something from the business-related literature?
Thanh-Tam: Some are analysed in some reports. If you use a different taxonomy is hard to
pull together quantitative data. Hybrid of both – depends on the speed on which the market
Philippe Bougeault: what was the duration of development of the 9 pilot projects you have
mentioned, will they become permanent CS? Thanh-Tam: The case studies were not pilots
for actual CS but combined qualitative and quantitative analyses of existing and future
demand for CS in 9 specific contexts (each focused on one sector and one geographic area).
Adriaan Perrels: how important are quantified projections of CS market volume predictions
- or are semi-quantitative indications sufficient at this stage and/or is only market segment
information relevant rather than projections
Adriaan Perrels: In EU-MACS interviews indicated that post-project continuation of well
functioning CSs were quite often stopped
Gaps and needs identified by the EU-MACS project: Adriaan Perrels (FMI, FI)
The EU-MACS project has conducted an in-depth analysis of the obstacles to the
development of the market of CS. See the list of identified obstacle in the presentation.
Identified topics for further research are: (i) Innovation in CS should extend to alternative
delivery models, collaboration forms, information sharing rules, and business models; (ii)
Public CS providers should more timely and systematically assess appropriate business
models for new CS (and re-evaluate existing portfolios); (iii) Information sharing
conditions are crucial to whether & how CS succeeds; (iv) specific CS development &
provision needs; overall CS market development (intelligence) ; (v) Beneficial product
differentiation need standardization in terminology and quality assurance; (vi) Influence of
regulatory policies across various policy domains in and beyond climate.
Antonio Graça: I think the most telling fact of user alienation is that there is no definition of
«climate service» in Wikipedia. Thanh-Tam Le: Indeed Antonio, and what appears clearly in
both projects is that many of the actual users of CS do not identify those as climate-based.
This in itself is an issue since it limits the awareness and dissemination of the need for
climate and climate-related information, even within organisations. Antonio Graça: I totally
agree. I have to battle that lack of awareness in my organization on a daily basis
MedCOF: bridging the gap between research and CS users: Ernesto RodriguezCamino (AEMET, ES)
The Mediterranean Climate Outlook Forum (MedCOF) aims at enhancing the collaboration
and joint contribution of National Hydro–Meteorological Centres from WMO Regional
Associations I and VI in developing capacities for CS based on seasonal predictions. The
ERA4CS project MEDSCOPE is its “scientific arm”. Objectives are: (i) to provide a
substantial advancement of scientific understanding of the climate predictability on
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seasonal− to− decadal timescales in the Mediterranean.(ii) to serve as a community builder
for future CS activities based on climate predictions in the Mediterranean, contributing to
the building of a common and shared knowledge. (iii) to develop and release advanced
tools to improve the extraction of relevant information from climate prediction systems
and assess their robustness and uncertainty. More detail in the presentation.
Progress of the ERA4CS working group on co-design of CS with users: María Manez,
(HZG-GERICS, DE)
The ERA4CS WG on co-design is supported by 18 ERA4CS projects. Its goal is to establish
best practices in user engagement to co-design CS. A questionnaire has been designed and
sent to all projects, replies are currently under analysis. The presentation gives only the
first insights. Regarding horizontal scales of relevance for CS, it was found that the projects
have clear divided on local (working at the municipal level) and regional scales (mostly
national borders or over Europe / big river basins in Africa). Regarding the mobilization of
scientific vs lay knowledge, the answers are very diverse. Only two projects have really
made use of lay knowledge. Finally, user engagement is understood in very diverse
Ways: While only three projects really described their user involvement as essential, most
of the projects see the user involvement in the co-design process as necessary but the
implementation has been limited to information and knowledge gathering. A diversity of
metrics of success is available but most are related to the success of the CS resulting from
the project, and not to the co-design process itself. The WG will continue its work and
provide full conclusions towards the end of ERA4CS.
Adriaan Perrels: Were there projects in which the cooperation level evolved (up or down)
during the project thanks to learning (i.e. either getting to see the light or on the contrary
getting disappointed (e.g. apparently wrong contacts)? Maria: only for 3 projects.
Thanh-Tam Le: To Adriaan's last point, indeed the 'purveyor' space is one of the most
vulnerable (high risk, low visibility and difficult readability on possible market growth)
while being critical to the whole market development.
Antonio Graça: What about users, were they motivated and interacted willfully or did they
act as if they did not belong? Do you have any insights regarding how users engage in these
interactions? Maria: there was a good response and motivation once the rules were
clarified.
Session 2 - Part 2 Discussion
This part was chaired by Francisco Doblas-Reyes (BSC, ES) and the rapporteur was Inès
Alterio (ANR, FR).
It started with a summary of ideas presented in the first part of the session, prepared by
Roger Street (Univ Oxford). This is reproduced below.

A European Research and Innovation Roadmap for CS
Three challenges:
- Enabling market growth – assessing the nature of the CS market; growing the CS market;
Demonstrating the added value
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-

Building the market framework – communities and infrastructure to support and grow the CS
market; standards, QA/QC and legal aspects; international cooperation.
Enhancing the quality and relevance of CS – information frameworks in support of CS
(integration of data); strengthening the scientific basis and relevance of CS; and climate
information and end-user’ needs, innovations and products

JPI Climate Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda
Three overarching challenges
- Understanding the processes and consequences of climate change – develop a deeper processlevel understanding of the multiple drivers and interconnected consequences of climate change –
and to do so with an explicit focus on making new knowledge useful for decision support and
innovation.
Focusing climate research on delivering sustained improvement of climate information –
seamless suite of products and services, enhancing knowledge of predictability
New science on observation, reanalysis, predictions and projections; novel approaches to
service development
Research to increase skill of seasonal and decadal forecast over Europe – essential to
increase confidence
Increase resolution of climate models and investigation of future climate extremes –
communicating to better inform decisions
Support CMIP/CORDEX/ISIMIP initiatives
Process studies to reduce uncertainties not linked to climate change but to the
formulation of impact models
Means of improving the availability of regularly updated standardized climate diagnostic
and prognostic information
-

Improving knowledge on climate-related decision-making processes and measures - to support
society in mitigating, adapting to and reducing risk, to current and near future climate variability
and change (typically from months to decades), through better informing decision-making as part
of pathways to sustainability (see challenge 3) in the context of a variable and changing climate.

-

What is needed for implementation of the PA – supporting research and innovation that is
supports evidence-based decision
Understanding requirements, decision-making context and foresight for CS – include the
human dimension into CS research and innovation
Joint consideration of CC+SDGs, especially health with links to COVID-19 – to what extent
can you integrate adaptation/mitigation/resilience etc?
Identify key unresolved climate science questions acting as barriers to meeting users’
expectations – give the floor to the users
Take stock of difficult questions on how the CS market might develop or not develop in
response to and leading market development
Need innovation to extend to alternative delivery and business models
Research sustainable societal transformation in the context of climate change – provide the
knowledge and guidance needed by society to respond effectively to the long-term challenges of
climate change, while also considering the implications (positive and/or negative) for the other
global challenges that society faces. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to prudently frame the
climate change issue in the context of a larger sustainability agenda and in conjunction with other
socio-economic, environmental, cultural, equity and geopolitical goals.

-
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-

Building on JJPI Climate investments (enhancing the value) – embedding in supporting and
informing existing activities – Green Deal, Mission, etc;
Facilitating identification and demonstrating examples of successful service and solutions
Last mile between science products and service-oriented climate information
Enabling the provision of local context information
Assessing the value of CSs, includes public and private values
Standardizing CSs – quality of CSs
Investigate the individual drivers of change in human systems – social transformation
Services for transformation: science-policy services - to guide transformation future
pathways – choices for policy makers and practitioners
Communication (using the right words to appeal to users). Need comms specialists –
improving relevance, usability, legitimacy and credibility with aim of reducing the decisionmaking risks and building trust
Explore enhancing transparency in use for climate-related data - explain uncertainty and
account for their implications to inform decision making
Develop and structure climate-related information for services in areas where demand is
still latent (e.g. legal services, possibly financial services)
Beneficial product differentiation needs standardization in terminology and quality
assurance

And the Strategic Mechanism
- Connecting people, problems and solutions in a systemic approach – move climate change
science forward in all fields, by enhancing connectivity between currently fragmented or
disparate realms of climate change research and innovation, creating a better understanding of the
interlinkages and relationships across this highly complex landscape, and creating living forums
in which climate research and innovation can be enhanced and advanced.
Central to empowering and providing coherence in developments – need to establish more
actions to foster institutional alignment
Building on the heterogeneous environment that is JPI Climate – role of fireplace
supporting networking / exchange
Communications between communities of scientist and practitioners – enhancing co-X,
including protocols for interactions and understanding of evolving requirements and capabilities
Joining together the Knowledge Hub concept and CSP platform concept
Strengthening the links between climate modelling and CS communities – pick-up
some of the roles of Climateurope – Festival and virtual activities – legacy role and sustaining
the community.
Need for some type of facility to provide the needed transparency – market observatory.

The chair opened the discussion on this basis, recalling that in Session 1, Dagmar Bley has
also listed the ten most important questions to address in order to develop efficient CS (her
slide 11).
María Manez: This looks very much to what we were saying ten years ago. We must change
paradigm. We should try to be more concrete and discuss missing knowledge domain by
domain; also separate needs for adaptation, mitigation and transition.
Francesca Larosa: Thank you Roger, very insightful. I am curious to know more about your
opinion - in an evolutionary perspective: what are the questions that changed the most
over time? What are the new questions we are posing to the CS community?
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Roger Street: there is more recognition of the need for decision-driven activities. We also
understand better the meaning of “public value”. But we have not gone far enough in this
direction. Psychologists and social scientists are not yet mobilized enough. We need to
update the roadmap. We also know that we do not provide the necessary information for a
good adaptation.
Jaroslav Mysiak : Three quick reactions: (1) the priorities of JPI Climate remained the same
but the context has changed, people are more receptive. (2) CS stimulating societal
transformation - progress is slow. (3) Perhaps we should realize we are not only trying to
understand the users' requirements - we are trying to scope out conditions of change that
provides benefits for users and society.
Pascale Braconnot: We need to classify what JPI Climate can do and focus on CS. The
typology proposed by ERA4CS is a good starting point; it will help to define the position of
the JPI in the system. We can have a science agenda, but there is also a political agenda and
this one is not in our hands. In any case operational CS will have a role, and this is how we
can influence the political agenda.
Harilaos Loukos: We are still missing an overarching evaluation framework to identify the
initiatives/policies that bring "value/resilience" to society.
Francisco Doblas-Reyes: yes, we are not evaluating enough the impact of our projects.
Jaroslav Mysiak: right, but resilience is built up slowly and eroded quickly, responding to
many aspects and pressures ... we have number of composite indices such as HDI that try to
capture similar aspects.
Harilaos Loukos: we should be able to do more.
Adriaan Perrels: One approach to operational CS is to use pilot projects in a better
prepared way using social sciences to first contemplate context relevant designs and test
and monitor these designed business models in pilots.
Tim Carter: I want to stress the need for sound scenarios at European scale. This is difficult;
it requires bringing together natural and social sciences, in a bottom-up type of approach.
The social side of scenarios is the most difficult, as we do not know how to quantify the
evolution of Society. For instance, European countries are making risk assessments, but
their hypotheses are not aligned. We need a unique place to gather, compare and select
scenarios.
María José Sanz: To scope changes with users, ownership and control of information by
users is critical. If the services are designed top-down, these aspects are difficult to address.
We need flexible platforms where services and users can match and discuss needs from
both sides.
María Máñez Costa: I think we fail in analyzing practices and perceptions and the drivers
for those practices and perceptions.
Thanh-Tam Le: We should acknowledge that much of the demand for CS is latent. It shall
indeed be unlocked by much focused provider / purveyor / user connections but also,
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critically, through dynamics of broader societal transformation. Both are needed but they
might be progressing too much on different 'floors'. As Jaro just said, such transformation is
slow but it is non-linear and some places are more decided to boost it. CS communities
should be actively involved in the 'reconnaissance' of how far transformation is possible in
specific places, what concrete systems they can help transform and acting on what levers upstream from looking for specific markets that shall only emerge as part of more dynamic
and favorable local contexts. (My point here is not about top down and bottom up!)
Barbara Chimani: What means "operational" for CS? Most provide support in decision
making for users for specific problems. Usually for climate dimension not too many
updates need to be done regularly. They can be provided to other groups with the same or
similar question, but most of the time adjustments to slightly different situations are
necessary. Therefore just creation of a CS will not be enough, it will further development
and adaptation... To create useful CS, we first need some user needs that can be addressed,
knowledge on processes and good data. In order to help to create useful CS by some call,
one needs to make sure that the case is driven by a real need, and if one want's to be used,
after the end of the project local partners in different countries might be needed in order to
adapt the CS to different situations...Further increased background knowledge in processes
climate, but also on all the topics that are involved (adaptation, society,...)
Adrian Broad: Since ten years, the underpinning capabilities of JPI Climate (models,
observations, computers, etc.) have vastly increased, but the expectations of users have
also increased. Probably the three challenges put forward by Roger Street are still relevant,
but we must find new “niches” for added-value. Copernicus is investing in the observations,
EU is investing in technology (e.g. Destination Earth). JPI Climate must invest in Science, in
a commensurate way.
Filip Lefebre: I would like to put here a rather positive note out here. I observe an ever
increasing interest and demand for CS. It takes very different formats but bottom line there
is a societal change taking place in which CS are becoming an integral part. There are many
open issues for further research on all aspects (climate data, user interaction, uncertainties,
evaluation, etc.) and it is very challenging to integrate all new knowledge in operational
settings.
Amy Oen: To add another positive note, working with municipalities I would say that they
are using processes and products that fall under the definition of CS, without necessarily
calling these processes and products CS. I believe this is acceptable and research and
innovation for CS needs to continue, we just need to be aware of the terminology and
framing as end-users and user needs and better integrated within the CS development.
Pascale Braconnot: there is also the post cop21 generation that is now present and
understands better the different questions and issues on the need for CS. This implies also
that we include this evolution in our thinking.
Roger Street: It will be vital that JPI Climate links with the EGD and the Mission Adaptation.
We must also consider resilience in the broader context of the SDGs.
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Adriaan Perrels: as regards multi-layered integration inclusion of sectors, local public
bodies and companies we may get also better insights how to invest in CS capability most
effectively and by whom.
Jaroslav Mysiak: The draft policy document of the Adaptation Mission is (almost) public.
Please have a close look on it. There are plenty of opportunities for JPI. JPI Climate has been
singled out as a critical institution helping to implement the Adaptation Mission
Roger B Street: Agree fully with the need for an appropriate hierarchical relationship often requires an interactive process that recognizes the respective roles at the different
levels - also has impacts at the cross-border levels.
Margarita Ruiz Ramos: adaptation has to be locally tailored; the challenge is to coordinate
this heterogeneity at transnational level, without losing the richness of it. JPI should
support this coordination.
Carter Tim: This was my point too - CS can offer tailored information for addressing
specific, unique situations relating to responding to a changing climate through adaptation
and mitigation. Countries are undertaking national risk assessments and are formulating
national adaptation plans. EU is doing the same, but are all of these actors singing from the
same song? Should assumptions about future climate and society being made in Belgium be
consistent with those being made in Portugal; or in Lisbon versus the Algarve? Is there a
case to be made for some level of consistency in how the future is portrayed for European
policy making? Where does one go to gather such information or advice on how to deploy
such information? Even if scenarios are already in place, how are these modified and
updated and who decides on those modifications? Where is the co-ordination to allow for
proper debate, research, comparison, assessment, and decisions on scenarios to be used to
support policy?
Francisco Doblas-Reyes: I have seen a terrible degree of fragmentation in the provision of
climate change information that leads to even conflicting decisions in neighboring
territories.
Pascale Braconnot: we certainly cannot solve all of this, because decision is not necessarily
a "rational" process. But it calls for better integration and thinking on scale integrations,
this is true for environmental, societal, policy, etc. sciences and the integration of the
different sector of activities and there are still too many siloes in the way knowledge is
produced at these different scales.
Janette Bessembinder: As far as I know, each country in Europe has its own method and
timing for developing national climate scenarios. Partly the scenarios could be made more
consistent; however, this may also result in losing relevance for particular regions. In
principle it doesn't have to be such a problem to have different scenarios in different
countries, but it is very important to know the differences, and also understand the choices
made.
Carter Tim: My concern is actually less about consistency across climate scenarios, which
has a firm scientific framework to operate within (e.g. CMIP, CORDEX, Copernicus, etc).
Rather, it concerns the way we describe other future pathways and combine these with
climate. Methods of scenario development and application are many and varied. Several
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recent studies have emphasized that the assumptions made about non-climate factors can
be much more decisive for outcomes affecting capacity and urgency for adaptation, than
the climate projections being applied. This is because of their influence on exposure and
vulnerability to climate risks (and opportunities).
Janette Bessembinder: OK Tim, wasn't clear to me. The term scenario is used for so many
different types of scenarios. Indeed countries have different strategies and indeed with the
same strategy they may have somewhat different pathways.
Session 3: What is the best way to implement JPI Climate support to research for CS?
This session was chaired by Petra Manderscheid (BELSPO, BE) and Joerg Cortekar
(HZG/GERICS, DE). The rapporteur was Alexandre Fernandes (BELSPO, BE)
The funding instruments used by JPI Climate (past, present and future): Frank Mc
Govern (EPA, IE)
Frank Mc Govern is the Chair of the JPI Climate Governing Board. He presented the
activities of JPI Climate, so far a mix of alignment activities and joint calls for research
proposals, noting that ERA4CS had been a “flagship project”, and that CS will be central for
the upcoming Adaptation Mission. He further explained that JPI Climate recently decided to
experiment a new type of instrument, the Knowledge Hubs (KH), starting with two KHs
addressing respectively (i) Carbon neutrality and balance of Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions and removals and (ii) Sea-level Rise (in cooperation with JPI Oceans). He raised
the question: “Can we envisage a KH on CS”, discussing options for the activity of such a KH
(e.g. exploring and using developing fundamental science, providing authoritative
information, translating knowledge into actions via services). More detail in the
presentation.
Funding opportunities with EC: Lydia González Fernández, CDTI, Spanish
representative in the Programme Committee Societal Challenge 5, H2020
Lydia explained the current status of preparation of Horizon Europe, stressing that nothing
is yet decided. She presented in some detail the structure of Cluster 5 (Climate, Energy and
Mobility), which is the main cluster of interest for JPI Climate. She also explained the new
vision for Partnerships, showing the long list of candidates with whom JPI Climate will have
to compete. She noted that JPI Climate can have an influence in Horizon Europe definition
by influencing not only DG RTD, but also other relevant DGs (CLIMA), which also contribute
to HEUR. Finally she urged JPI Climate to run urgently for a CSA in order to prepare a larger
partnership for the second period of HE. More detail in the presentation.
Frank: confirms ongoing discussions with DG RTD in this regard and states that a CSA to
support JPI Climate has already been included in the documents for the shadow committee
and that the scope of a CSA. The next steps on CS would clearly be a part of this. CSA should
be a start for that collaboration. JPI Climate plans to work together with the EC and the
national delegates in the committees on the concrete definition.
Roger: What are the timeline and mechanisms to influence HEUR? Lydia: Second meeting
programme committee - 26 June. JPI Climate should provide inputs to the EC and national
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representatives in the programme committee by then. For the Missions, the final version of
the missions to be presented at R&I Days on 22 September. You should give the input from
the JPI Climate directly to the Mission Board members.
The Commission has started to publish information on the proposed European
Partnerships under Horizon Europe: https://ec.europa.eu/info/horizon-europe-nextresearch-and-innovation-framework-programme/european-partnerships-horizoneurope_en
Information includes the draft partnership proposal, the main contact in the Commission,
and a main contact on the side of the stakeholders.
Recommendations from the assessment of ERA4CS call: Johann Muller (ANR, FR)
Johann Muller was the main officer in charge of the ERA4CS call. His presentation was
based on the assessment produced shortly after the selection of the projects (Deliverable
4.2 of ERA4CS). The main suggestions to improve such calls in the future were: 1) Need of a
Handbook (clarify some notions or terms (i.e. Climate Services), provide rationale behind
the topics and sub-topics of the call, instruct researcher on how to properly incorporate
stakeholders). 2) Trans-disciplinarity (description of the degree of trans-disciplinarity and
stakeholder involvement, discussion between reviewers prior the Evaluation meeting, help
to build consortium by training or advices) 3) Management of 2 topics and funding modes
(sensitization of the RPOs at all stages, write a very clear document on roles and
responsibilities of each parties, plan sufficient time to produce all call rules and documents,
have eligible in-kind costs more clearly defined), and 4) Other points (flexible submission
website, harmonization of the process in terms of contractualization, regulations or
timeline, clarify budget limitation, clarify eligibility of international organizations). More
detail in the presentation.
Jörg Cortekar: have there been recommendations regarding the evaluation process?
Johann: the recommendation is that an evaluation is desirable and possible, but this is a
quite heavy process with a need for anticipation.
Roger Street: DG-RTD raised the issue of the complexity of such a dual call. Will the benefits
justify this increased complexity? Johann: indeed it was complex and more difficult than
usual calls, but the evaluation is not yet done so the question will be answered later.
Lydia Gonzales: such an evaluation will be useful to decide on a possible future partnership
that could include both in-cash and in-kind funding.
Giulia Galluccio: Agree with Lydia, Italy is among countries that actively participated
through the in-kind funding, we believe this is something to consider for future
partnerships/actions.
Current views of ERA4CS LPIs on JPI Climate funding instruments: Philippe
Bougeault, ANR
Philippe presented the results of a recent survey of ERA4CS LPIs views. Out of 26 projects,
19 have replied. Question 1 : Do you perceive a clear difference between the orientation of
calls from various funding bodies? 11 said yes, and clarity sufficient; 3 said yes, but the
clarity could be improved; 5 said no. Question 2: Should JPI Climate support primarily «
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science-society dialogue » or also « climate research per se »? 11 said both; 8 said « sciencesociety dialogue » only or mainly. The level of satisfaction of Projects PIs on ERA4CS
supports is rather good. Almost all replies mentioned the need to harmonize national rules
and calendars for contracting/reporting/impact assessment. Several noted that a joint
international call is by essence a complex tool and is worth the effort only if certain
conditions are met (Include a large number of countries, Ensure commensurate funding
from the various countries, Target a reasonable success rate for the proposals, Help the
scientific community to prepare proposals by networking, explain better the multiple
reporting process and limit this to the minimum possible (share reporting), explain better
who are the different actors of the call and their roles, Improve the web portal for proposal
submission, make it « European » and use always the same!). More detail and listed
research needs can be found in the presentation.
Anne-Hélène Prieur-Richard: There is a broad diversity of needs and research gaps. In JPI
Climate, we should think about a diversity of instruments (research calls, maturation calls,
CSA or Knowledge Hub, etc.) as well as about complementarities with other initiatives
(many good linkages have been presented yesterday) and potential reinforcement of some
of them (e.g. GFCS? other?) is needed.
Knowledge Hubs: the example of Sea level Rise: Nadia Pinardi (CMCC, IT)
Nadia Pinardi presented the concept of a KH on SLR (in cooperation with JPI Oceans) which
has been recently approved (but no decision of funding yet) by JPI Climate, based on
results of several workshops in the last months. This KH-SLR should provide an innovative
science-policy interface in collaboration with the existing European platforms. There is a
need to integrate different disciplines to address sea-level rise at regional/local scales and
identify knowledge gaps. There is a need to initiate a continuous stakeholder consultation
process for tailoring SLR assessments to local needs. There is a need to interface the expert
national communities at the regional level and at pan-European level. For the first three
years of existence of the KH-SLR, the objectives will be: To organize a European Conference
devoted to general and basin-specific state-of-the-art on research & policy agenda, to
produce a European regional SLR assessment report (Regional drivers of SLR and
extremes; Observations & projections of (extreme) SL & impacts; adaptation policies;
knowledge gaps);to develop a communication strategy, To carry out some key “Use Cases”
(eg in context of Horizon Europe Partnerships), to scope the case for the KH-SLR in the
successive 5 years, including a scalable architecture and connection with existing European
infrastructures. More detail in the presentation.
Concept of a knowledge hub to support the development of CS: Fokke de Jong Adriaan Perrels - Thanh-Tâm Lê - Petra Manderscheid.
Petra and Adriaan explained that in May 2020 JPI Climate organized a brainstorming
session with key actors from ERA4CS, Horizon2020 projects on ‘climate service intelligence
to restart after COVID-19 crisis’ (working title). There was a general support to sustain the
knowledge, upscale, make accessible and develop further CS. This could start with
reconstructing the JPI Climate webpages in order to make the site more appealing. Next we
are thinking about organizing one or more user groups (30 min sessions) to gain their
response and new ideas. A “beta” version can be found at
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http://www.jpi-climate.eu/climateactionaftercovid19
Obvious requirements for such an activity are: Transparency for users (search & matching;
product comparison), Transparency for providers (effective product orientation,
benchmarking), Transparency for purveyors / brokers (for reliable matching). Knowledge
sharing promotes product innovation and better exploitation by users; enables
collaborative models. Transparency & knowledge sharing together promote quality
oriented competition and innovation. Adequate market & performance monitoring enables
better tailoring of policies
Pascale Braconnot: It is good that JPI Climate promotes the results of the projects and
actions so that they are better used and enter the CS catalog. However, link with Covid19 is
unclear and confusing title as it looks like “marketing” and may let people think JPI Climate
is a CS. Petra; indeed JPI Climate has no ambition to become itself a CS. But JPI Climate have
a role to play in connecting communities and sharing knowledge, to avoid duplication of
work. This is sometime called the “fireplace” concept.
Thanh-Tam Le: In designing the Climate Compass I briefly described yesterday, we started
from a broadly similar approach and analyzed priority needs per type of organization and
relevant services to develop and provide over time, so we are of course keen to contribute
to future steps in this discussion.
Philippe Bougeault: what difference between this KH on CS and the observatory advocated
by MARCO project?
Adriaan Perrels: The observatory can be regarded as a KH on how the field (or market) of
CS is evolving and why.
Thanh-Tam Le: the mapping of relevant market support components for a market
observatory and ‘platform’ for CS in the EU comes from the conclusions of the MARCO
project. The “Climate Compass” worked of course from MARCO outcomes, and the
approach outlined by the knowledge hub presentation has large convergence with what we
developed, so obviously we are very open to connecting closely with this.
Amy Oen: Very good idea to continue to develop the content of this knowledge hub. A link
to https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/ could strengthen possibilities for JPI Climate to
partner with Horizon Europe via this platform.
Giulia Galluccio reminds that we should not try to duplicate the Climate-Adapt portal of
EEA and referring to the overall process of developing a CS, including the business model,
we should identify where JPI Climate wants to have a role and place.
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Session 4: Discussion of conclusions and recommendations
This session was chaired by Roger B. Street (Univ Oxford, UK). The rapporteur was Philippe
Bougeault (ANR, FR)
Shortly before the session, a drafting team met and prepared draft conclusions to initiate
the discussion of the session. This draft is reproduced below:
General Conclusions
-

Need to accelerate the transition towards climate-resilient society in its broadest context
Link with other challenges (pandemic)
Confirmation of the need for inter- and trans-disciplinary R&I for CS and for the development of
the market
Need to optimize the synergy between JPI Climate and other actors to reach maximum
efficiency
Our prime objective should be to gain an EU partnership focusing on climate asap

Possible themes for future actions of JPI Climate 1 – Social science and humanities:
•
•
•
•

Investigate the individual drivers of change in human systems to enable societal transition
Encourage interdisciplinary projects led by social scientists (e.g. environmental
psychologists, economists, human geographers)
Identify and promote best practices for user engagement and co-design
Increase public awareness and engagement to limit CC impacts and risks, and strengthen
links between CC and SDGs

Possible themes for future actions of JPI Climate 2 - Physical science
•
•
•
•
•

Improvement of climate models (higher resolution, physical processes, biases, etc..)
Support IPCC-related work (CMIP, CORDEX, ISIMIP, etc…)
Improvement of seasonal and decadal forecasts (esp. over Europe)
Improvement of impact models (reduce uncertainties)
Extreme climate scenarios

Possible themes for future actions of JPI Climate 3 – Further development of CS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standardization in terminology and QA
Study the value of CS
Contribution to the EGD, transition
Non-monetarized value
Potential for job creation
Evaluation of the CS (what impact has been achieved?)
Increase collaboration between CS providers towards more consistency in messages
Study ethical and legal issues of CS
Expand ERA4CS projects (« recalibrate », transpose to other regions, operationalize)
Exploit novel developments in AI and machine learning

Funding instruments
•
•

Joint calls: a proven instrument to exploit better
– Two-step projects subject to proven user engagement?
– Create an additional phase helping the projects to expand after initial success?
Aligned calls
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•

– Need to explore as other JPIs have experience
Knowledge hubs: a « home » for a community
– Can help save the legacy of projects
– Facilitate sustained access to existing knowledge
– Add value where expertise exists, linking existing communities

Roger Street opened the discussion asking whether the draft conclusions had missed some
important point, and if the session could serve to identify priorities between the themes.
Martine Vanderstraeten thanks fora rather comprehensive overview of conclusions and
agrees that a sort of partnership with EU would be nice but the opportunities are limited. It
is too late for the first wave, maybe even for the second wave. Running for a CSA is however
realistic.
Giulia Galluccio asks whether an international (not only EU) dimension is foreseen?
Adriaan Perrels: suggests that widening the scope of impact modeling and especially
observation to the societal side (e.g. financial transactions, car traffic, etc.)
Tim Carter: Improvement of impact models, in addition to focusing on uncertainties, could
also address how these models account for adaptation. This is done rather poorly or not at
all, at present. The adaptation in behavior is not easy to capture. Land use depends very
much on behavioral changes.
Adriaan Perrels: indeed Tim's comment refers also to stages of adaptation, a part of which
unfolds automatic (e.g. price adjustments and mode switching in markets) or autonomous
(e.g. in ecosystems) (both adaptation specifications are IPCC terms)
Pascale Braconnot: Impact models should also be understood in a wide sense and also
include "sectorial models".
Carter Tim: Just a quick response to Pascale: Yes, sectorial models, but particularly
important as well are inter-sectorial models that explore interactions between sectors (e.g.
issues around water availability and use), where impacts and adaptation responses cannot
be properly evaluated on a sector by sector basis alone. Results from integrated
approaches can sometimes reveal outcomes that are quite different from those using a
purely sectorial approach.
María Máñez Costa: Regarding funding instruments, I find the combination of a diversity of
national funders’ requirements makes it quite difficult to act between diversity of partners.
We should rather try to put our money in a single box, and fund the best projects,
irrespective of which countries are involved. Regarding the social sciences components, do
not forget the necessary work on foresights, system thinking and dynamics, agent based
model, fuzzy cognitive modelling
Ernesto Rodríguez: Besides the evaluation of the CS impact, I would add the evaluation of
the contribution to the skill coming from each step in the production of CSs, i.e., models,
synthetizing of information (correction, calibration, downscaling, combination, etc), impact
models, etc.
Harilaos Loukos: Maybe to be aligned with the EU, JPI should also adopt ambitious "priority
Missions" to set the ground for a strong to a partnership application
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Jaroslav Mysiak: The Adaptation Mission has assigned a role to JPI Climate in its plans. We
never considered JPI Climate could disappear. It may be useful to work on short- and longterm agenda. On the short term, there is a sense of urgency - also as a result of the
pandemic crisis - to massively increase the availability and use of climate knowledge. This
is both for getting prepared for future possible crises but also to inform the huge
investments made as a part of the recovery package. A KH on CS may help to do that.
Adrian Broad: JPI Climate provides important links with national institutions (the RFOs).
How can this aspect be incorporated? Also, how can the links with important other actors
be incorporated: Copernicus, Climate KIC, WMO GFCS? Is a new (light touch) governance
required, including with the Commission?
Rafiq Hamdi: will the concept of in-kind contributions from Research Performing
Organizations be kept for the future JPI calls? if yes, how it can be improved? Maybe this
will contribute to shape their future involvement in the missions?
Francisco Doblas-Reyes: I’d like to comment that both natural and social sciences
communities have difficulties to understand the benefits of trans-disciplinary work.
Bessembinder, Janette (KNMI): I agree with you Paco!
María Máñez Costa: Paco, I totally agree
Pascale Braconnot: This is indeed a good point Paco
María José Sanz : I agree with all said. Yet we need to think about the need of open and
transparent infrastructure/s to share (accessible to all), exchange needs in a more dynamic
way, where multidisciplinary approaches with participation of the users/stakeholders
(including incorporating their ground data, knowledge and feedback). CS is an important
part of this goal, but not the only one. We also need to be careful about selling CS as a
market product.
María Máñez Costa: I invite everyone to read the book CONSILIENCE from E.O. Wilson
Adriaan Perrels: Certainly, when natural and social scientists cooperate, it requires also
from social scientists to understand the natural science challenges in CS development and
delivery, as it does vice versa from natural scientists. --> Perhaps there is a scope for some
courses?
Petra Manderscheid: we have a call SOLSTICE on societal transformation now under
evaluation.
María Máñez Costa: In Germany we were not able to apply for this call.
María José Sanz: Fully agree with Roger, interdisciplinary institutes are penalized in many
ways. But this should not discourage to move towards this type of thinking
Rafiq Hamdi: The same here in Belgium, I would love to contribute to such a project but we
have not been contacted...
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Pascale Braconnot: We should add in the conclusions of the workshop something around
the "typology" of the different types of services in CS.
Roger B Street; It is a pity that the private sector is not represented in our discussions.
Barbara Chimani: Is it only climate-resilient society that is of importance or also society
being more aware of having to take care of climate and environment
Margarita Ruiz Ramos: Coming back to penalization of inter-disciplinarity: this happens not
only at the institutional level, but at the researchers' career too. For instance, it is very
difficult to get good evaluations (accreditations/habitations) for these profiles, as
evaluations are usually designed and described to areas of expertise (i.e. "closed"
disciplines)
Giulia Galluccio: I do not think that big players can be open to participate in sharing
knowledge....for them CS are a matter of business...that's why JPI should play a different
role at the very beginning of the value chain... We would lose our time trying to engage the
big players of the private sector.
Adriaan Perrels: it is a justified concern, but the private sector is more diverse than you
would expect. Information sharing and private sector: this is why I emphasized better
understanding economics of information - everything for free may reduce innovation;
affordable information may be better guideline than (always) free information. A positive
example is the insurance sector in Norway.
Pascale Braconnot: We must work with the private sector, but we must choose carefully
how we do it and with whom.
Roger B Street: I agree. We need a strong partnership that includes the private sector, and
make sure that this is recognized within the Roadmap.
Carter Tim: I'm conscious that Roger has advocated in the past a widened definition of the
types of services that are needed for adaptation - rather than CS, refer to "climate
adaptation services", but I dare say, that's a different discussion again!
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Annex 2 - Programme of the Workshop
Dates (all times are CEST)
9 June 2020 Session 1 10:00 – 12:00

Session 2, Part 1 14:00 - 16:30

10 June 2020 Session 2, Part 2 9:00 - 10:30
Drafting team: 13:00 – 14:30

Session 3 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4 14:30 - 16:00

Virtual Host: UEFISCDI & BELSPO

Outline Agenda
Day 1 - Tuesday, 9 June
10:00 - 12:00

Welcome and Introduction to the workshop
Welcome speech by host: Nicoleta Dumitrache (UEFISCDI)

Session 1
Who does what in supporting research for climate services? (Institutional
presentations)
Chair: Giulia Galluccio, CMCC
Rapporteur: Maija Malnaca, BELSPO







JPI Climate support to Climate Services (Dagmar Bley, DLR)
The Adaptation Mission (Asun St Clair, BSC)
Horizon Europe (Jean Dusart, DG RTD)
The GFCS (Filipe Lucio, WMO)
The Copernicus Climate Change Service (Carlo Buontempo, C3S)
The EIT Climate KIC (Thanh-tam Le, EIT Climate-KIC)

These are 5-7 minutes introductory talks, for which we ask the speakers to answer
the following questions: (i) What is the mandate of your organization? (ii) What type
of research in support of climate services do you intend to support/not support? (iii)
What do you expect from JPI Climate? Slides should be sent in advance to prepare
the discussions.
Each presentation will be followed by a short round of questions/answers, and if
time allows, more questions can be taken at the end of the session.
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14:00 – 16:30

Session 2: What have we done in JPI Climate and what do we want to do next?
Part 1: Introductory presentations
Chair: Nicoleta Dumitrache, UEFISCDI
Rapporteur: Dagmar Bley (DLR) or Philippe Bougeault (ANR)












The Climate Service Partnership (Daniela Jacob, HZG-GERICS) (talk moved
from Session 1)
Recommendations from Climateurope: Janette Bessembinder, KNMI
Expected results and gaps identified by ERA4CS projects: Philippe Bougeault,
ANR
Results of the ERA4CS pilot experiment on alignment of CS: Margarita RuizRamos, AEI
Progress of AXIS and identified gaps and needs: Rolf von Kuhlmann, DLR
Specific needs in Africa identified by SINCERE: Constanze Leemhuis, DLR
Main hurdles delaying adoption of climate services by the European grape
and wine sector: Antonio Graca, Sogrape Vinhos SA
Gaps and needs identified by the MARCO project: Thanh-tam Le, EIT
Climate-KIC
Gaps and needs identified by the EU-MACS project: Adriaan Perrels, FMI
MedCOF: bridging the gap between research and climate services users:
Ernesto Rodriguez-Camino, AEMET
Progress of the ERA4CS working group on co-design of CS with users: Maria
Manez, HZG

These are short presentations (5-7 minutes) for which we ask the speaker to
summarize what knowledge gaps or research needs have been identified in their
community that could be addressed by JPI Climate. Slides should be sent in advance
to prepare the discussions.
Each presentation can be followed by a short round of questions, and if time allows,
more questions can be taken at the end.

Day 2 – Wednesday, 10 June
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9:00 - 10:30

Session 2, Part 2
Chair: Francisco Doblas-Reyes, BSC
Rapporteur: Inès Alterio, ANR
Discussion session: Identification of themes that will represent the best added
value for JPI climate support (all)
To launch the discussion, Roger Street will summarize the salient gaps identified in
the talks of DAY 1. Participants are also referred to the general presentation of JPI
Climate missions and current activities, as presented by Dagmar Bley in Session 1.
For this virtual discussion session, we will ask all participants to ask for the floor via
the chat of the virtual meeting, explaining in a few words the subject of their
intervention. The Chair and the Rapporteur will moderate the discussion by giving
the floor to participants, trying to regroup similar interventions.
Break: 10:30 to 10:45

10:45-12:15

Session 3: What is the best way to implement JPI Climate support to research for
CS?
Chairs: Petra Manderscheid BELSPO/Joerg Cortekar, HZG/GERICS
Rapporteur: Alexandre Fernandes (BELSPO)







The funding instruments used by JPI Climate (past, present and future): Frank
Mc Govern, EPA and Chair of JPI Climate governing board
Funding opportunities with EC: Lydia González Fernández, CDTI, Spanish
representative in the Programme Committee Societal Challenge 5, H2020
Recommendations from the assessment of ERA4CS call: Johann Muller, ANR
Current views of ERA4CS LPIs on JPI Climate funding instruments: Philippe
Bougeault, ANR
Knowledge Hubs: the example of Sea level Rise: Nadia Pinardi, CMCC
Concept of a knowledge hub to support the development of CS: Fokke De
Jong (or Adriaan Perrels)

These are short presentations (5-7 minutes) addressing the following questions: (i)
What type of funding instrument can or cannot use JPI-Climate? (It is anticipated
that we shall focus on “joint calls” and “knowledge hubs”, but other approaches can
be proposed. The potential for public-private-partnerships may be discussed as
well.) (ii) How could we improve our practices for funding research in support of CS?
Slides should be sent in advance to prepare the discussions
Discussion: Identification of best solutions to implement research in support to CS
by JPI Climate (all)
In camera session for the drafting team (13:00 to 14:30, 10 June): preparation of
the draft conclusions of the workshop
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14:30 - 16:00 Session 4: Conclusions
Chair: Roger Street, Univ Oxford
Rapporteur: Philippe Bougeault, ANR
Presentation of tentative conclusions by the drafting team
Discussion of the tentative conclusions (all)
Closure by UEFISCDI (Nicoleta Dumitrache)
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